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Abstract—It is deduced that the network life time is inverse-
ly proportional to the zone area of the collection data that 
each sink is responsible for. That is to say, when the zone 
area in the charge of a sink is smaller, the average load of 
nodes distributed in this area and the energy consumption 
are smaller, while the network life time is longer. MSGP 
protocol is proposed, with several round cluster head candi-
date zones, fixed member zones and public zones being 
delimited to make approximately uniform clustering. The 
cluster head is responsible for collecting a meaningful event 
in the cluster, making data fusion and then forwarding it to 
sink. Multi-sinks move according to the zone division rules 
and the rule of free movement. Specific analysis is made 
from three aspects of data direction, single round data col-
lection of sink, and network life time. 

Index Terms—wireless sensor network, data collection pro-
tocol, location algorithm, multi-sinks. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The application and study of static wireless sensor net-

work are based on the assumption that the nodes do not 
move. With the expansion of the application, many schol-
ars propose the concept of mobile nodes. In such applica-
tions, some nodes can be moved. For example, in the 
application of ocean monitoring, the sensor node is in-
stalled on a buoy and it is inevitable for the buoy to move. 
Additionally, the sensor node installed on the automobile 
can also move. It is by relying on the mobile nodes that 
the traffic center obtains, analyzes and processes the traf-
fic flow in this region so as to make new and favorable 
traffic scheduling [1].  

The application of mobile nodes brings new opportuni-
ties to the wireless sensor network, which can improve the 
locating accuracy of the nodes, and prolong the lifetime of 
the network. However, it also leads to some challenge. 
The frequent node movement results in failure of the es-
tablished communication link and solution of the time slot 
distribution. Some classical routing methods can also fail 
completely, so this raises higher requirements for the 
design of communication protocol. 

II. ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEM 
In the wireless sensor network, the load of nodes sur-

rounding the sink is the largest in the whole network 
whose life cycle depends on the life of these nodes. The 
average node load formula is deduced targeting the round 
network. The lifetime of a multi-sinks network is further 
analyzed with this formula. When there is only one sink in 

the network [2], the average node load Li is as follows, 
with the sink being at the center of the circle:  
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Among which representing the radius of the round 
network, r is the communication radius of the node,  is 
the probability in which the node transmits the data within 
the unit time, e is the energy that the node consumes to 
receive and transmit the unit data, J is the distance from 
the node i to the circle center of the network, and is 
constant, =2arcsin(r/d). When the node is close to sink, 
the load is large, as well is the energy consumption. As 
shown in formula (1), the maximum load of the node can 
be represented as follows: 
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By multiplying the numerator and the denominator with 
 the formula above becomes: 
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R2 and are the area of the whole network and the 
area of the node communication scope respectively. When 
they are represented by S1-link and Sr, we obtain:  
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Assuming the initial energy of all nodes in the net-
work is the same, which is represented by Eini, then the 
network lifetime can be represented as:  
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Among which  represents the coefficient, T multi-
sink and T1-sink are the lifetime of the network owning 
multiple sinks and single sink respectively. The ratio of 
this tow is: 
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We take the lifetime of a single sink network as the ref-
erence, set T1-sink=1, then the formula above can be 
simplified as follows: 
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As known from formula (9), when there are multi-sinks, 
the network lifetime is inversely proportionate to the zone 
area that each sink is responsible for. That is to say, when 
the zone area is smaller of the data collection that sink is 
responsible for, the average load of the nodes distributed 
in this zone is smaller and the node energy consumption is 
smaller but the network lifetime is longer. Aiming at a 
multi-sinks scenario, we propose two approaches for 
comparison [3]. One is to divide the data collection zone 
that each sink is responsible for, another is that sink 
moves freely. It is considered in this section that multiple 
mobile sinks and n sensor nodes collect the data in the 
network (L L). The sensor nodes are supplied by the 
battery, their communication radius is the same and their 
own coordinates are known. Multi-sinks do not have a 
limitation of energy.  

III. MULTI-SINKS DATA COLLECTION PROTOCOL 
Clustering treatment for MSGP agreement is completed 

due to the advantages of clustering. Several rounds of 
cluster head candidate zones, fixed member zones and 
public zones are delimited to make approximately uniform 
clustering[4]. The cluster head is responsible for collecting 
the relevant event in the cluster, making data fusion and 
then forwarding it to sink [5]. Multi-sinks move according 
to the zone division rules and free movement rule. Addi-
tionally, these two approaches are compared. 

A. Round clustering law 
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 (1) Round cluster head candidate zone  
Several round cluster head candidate zones are set and 

the nodes deployed in the zone can compete for cluster 
heads. The advantages of uniform head distribution have 
already been introduced above. As shown in Figure 1, the 
inside of the small cycle is the round cluster head candi-
date zone. The node decides whether it belongs to this 
zone depending on formula (10).  

In the formula, xi and yi are the coordinates of node i. 
[xi/l] is rounded up to the integer; i.e., the minimum inte-
ger larger than xi/l, r0 is the radius of cluster head candi-
date zone (r0=l/2), ( ) ( )( )1/ 2 , 1/ 2i i

x yN l N l! !  is the co-
ordinate of central point of the candidate zone [6].  

(2) Fixed member zone  
One circular fixed member area is set outside each 

round cluster head candidate zone. The nodes deployed at 
this zone can only enter the cluster formed by the cluster  

1,2 2,2

1,1 2,1ll

ll  
Figure 1.  Partition model 

head candidate zone in the middle. ri is the circular ring 
width (ri=l/2). The circular ring area between the large and 
small circles in Figure1 is the fixed member zone [7]. 

(3) Public zone  
Outside the fixed member zone is the public area. The 

nodes deployed in this zone join the cluster formed by the 
cluster heads closest to them, as shown in the shaded area 
in Figure 1. ( )0 0/d if r r r= !  is the distance from the 
node to the center of round cluster head candidate zone. 
Figure 2 shows the cluster heads produced with the tradi-
tional clustering approach. Their position distribution is 
uniform and cluster heads in this part of the zone is too 
low. Figure 3 shows the cluster heads produced with the 
round clustering approach whose position distribution is 
relatively uniform.  

 
Figure 2.  Uneven distribution of head 

 
Figure 3.  Nearly uniform distribution of head 

(a) Non-uniform distribution of cluster heads (b) Ap-
proximately uniform distribution of cluster heads [8-9].

B. MuIti-sinks movement rules  
With the goal of multi-sinks, two kinds of movement 

rules are proposed: regional divisions rule and free 
movement rule. S is used to represent the multi-sinks set

{ }1 2, , , kS s s s= ! , among which k is constant ( )2k ! . 
Assuming a sink moves once each other T rounds [10].  
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Figure 4 shows the data flow chart of sink stop points. 
The circle represents the round cluster head candidate 
zone which is abstracted to one cluster for convenience of 
analysis. The black triangular is sink and the dotted arrow 
is the data flow direction. In Figure 4, the sink stops at the 
non-boundary area and there are eight clusters in total in 
the surrounding which are A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H. In 
Figure 5, there are five clusters in total which are A, B, C, 
D and E. It is assumed that each cluster sends n data pack-
ets to sink each round. The total data transmitted by pe-
ripheral cluster heads which will be received by the eight 
adjacent clusters of the sink in Figure 4 is 16n while that 
received by the five adjacent clusters of the sink in Figure 
5 is 19n. Therefore, the average data received by the adja-
cent clusters of sink in Figure 4 is

16 2
8a
ndata n= =                      (10) 

The average data received by the adjacent clusters of 
sink in Figure 5 is 

19
5a
ndata =                             (11) 

Obviously, b adata data> ; i.e., the load of adjacent clus-
ters of sink is relatively large, and so is the energy con-
sumption in Figure 4. In order to reduce the load of neigh-
boring clusters and prolong the network lifetime so that 
the sink can stop in the middle of responsible data collec-
tion zone as much as possible, the target selection function 
to select the next stop point of sink is proposed. 

 

Figure 4.  Data Direction of MSGPZDK 

 

Figure 5.  Data Direction of MSGPFMR 

C. Target selection function  

1 1 2 2V V V! != +                             (12) 

Among which ( )1 /center i centerV d d d= ! , ( )2=1/ 1iV p +  repre-
sents the distance from apex A to the center 0 of the data 
collection responsible zone, di represents the distance 
from the center of each round cluster head candidate area 
in the responsible zone to 0; pi represents the number that 
sink stops in the round cluster head candidate area, 1 
and 2 are adjustment parameters. The target selection 
function considers the next stoping point of sink from two 
aspects which are the distance from the central point of 
responsible zone to the number of sink stops. The cluster 
closer to the central point and with a smaller number of 
stops will be taken as the stop point. 

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION TEST  
Performance analysis is conducted for two MSGP pro-

tocols in this section. The total amount of data produced 
by the network is Dtotal. In MSGPZDR, the amount of data 
each sink collects is Dtotal/k, while in MSGPFMR, the max-
imum amount of data that sink can collect is Dtotal and the 
minimum is 0. We choose the mean value of Dtotal/2. As 
can be seen in Figure 5, the adjacent clusters of sink can 
be eight at most and three at least, and we choose the 
mean value of 5.5. The data that the adjacent cluster has to 
transfer in MSGPZDR and MSGPFMR are Dtotal/5.5k respec-
tively. While k!2, so Dtotal/11! Dtotal/5.5k; i.e., the more 
the data transferred by the neighboring clusters of sink in 
MSGPFMR, the more the energy consumption (as other 
parameters shown in Table 1). 

A. Data flow  
Figures 6 and 7 show the data flow of MSGPZDR and 

MSGPFMR protocol at a certain time. Since the responsi-
bility zone is divided, the sink distribution in MSGPZDR 
is relatively uniform and the load amount in each respon-
sibility zone is approximately the same. In this way, the 
energy consumption of the neighboring clusters surround-
ing sink tends to be the same. Additionally, the position 
information of sink is only updated in the responsibility 
zone which avoids energy consumption for forwarding 
due to the overlapping of multiple sink position infor-
mation. In MSGPFMR, all the sinks move freely, which 
will lead to the non-uniform distribution of sinks and a 
portion of sink neighboring load is too large, increasing 
the energy consumption [11-13].  

 

A B C

  D E

F G H

 

Figure 6.  Non-edge region for stopping position 
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D E

 

Figure 7.  Edge region for stopping position 

The application and study of static wireless sensor net-
work are based on the assumption that the nodes do not 
move. With the expansion of the application, many schol-
ars propose the concept of mobile nodes. In such an appli-
cation, some nodes can be moved. For example, in the 
application of ocean monitoring, the sensor node is in-
stalled on the buoy and it is inevitable that the buoy will 
move. Additionally, the sensor node installed on the au-
tomobile can also move. It is by relying on the mobile 
nodes that the traffic center obtains, analyzes and process-
es the traffic flow in this region so as to make new and 
favorable traffic scheduling.  

In the process of building the routing, a child radio base 
station began to constantly transfer an information pack-
age to the surrounding node, establishing a communica-
tion radius of the expansion of the tree structure[14]. The 
routing tree structure, base station is considered as the 
root, the data is converting from the source node to the 
leaves of the tree, and the data flow from the leaves to the 
root node. After completing the establishment of the tree 
structure, in the process of the data transfer from the 
source node to others, the source node can adjust the rout-
ing link on a small scale, such when the original link in 
source node becomes dormant[15-16]. Because the wire-
less sensor network (WSN) is in broadcast mode, all the 
work nodes can receive information within the scope of 
the radio, so the new link can be established. Where the 
data flow is concentrated, in the original tree structure, the 
node can rely on the tree structure to establish multiple 
pathways and finally get to the base station, without the 
need to refactor all routing processes [17]. 

The application of mobile nodes brings new opportuni-
ties to the wireless sensor network, which can improve the 
locating accuracy of the nodes, and prolong the lifetime of 
the network [18-20]. However, it also leads to some chal-
lenges. The frequent node movement results in failure of 
the established communication link and time slot distribu-
tion solution. Some classical routing methods can also fail 
completely, so this raises higher requirements for the 
design of communication protocol.

B. Data collection by sink each round 
Tables 2 and 3 show the data collection by sink each 

round of these two protocols. In Table 2, the data collec-
tion by sink each round is basically the same, which sug-
gests that the load of sink neighboring clusters is basically 
the same and the energy consumption is uniform, and this 
is attributed to the division of sink data collection respon-

sibility zones in MSGPZDR. In Table 3, the data collection 
amount is shown of sink 1 and sink 2 as 432.61kb and 
63.24kb. Obviously, the single round data collection of 
each sink in MSGPFMR is largely different. The load of 
neighboring clusters of the sink with a large data collec-
tion amount in single round is too large, so the energy 
consumption is too high, while the load of the adjacent 
clusters of the sink with a small data collection amount in 
a single round is small, so the energy consumption is also 
small. The unbalance in energy consumption will lead to 
the “energy hole” and shortens the network lifetime. This 
is because each sink of MSGPFMR can move freely, which 
will inevitably make the sink density in a certain part 
higher and lower in another part. The load is large where 
the sink density is low and the load is small when the sink 
density is high.  

The application and study of static wireless sensor net-
works are based on the assumption that the nodes do not 
move. With the expansion of the application, many schol-
ars propose the concept of mobile nodes. In such applica-
tions, some nodes can be moved. For example, in the 
application of ocean monitoring, the sensor node is in-
stalled on a buoy and it is inevitable for the buoy to move. 
Additionally, the sensor node installed on the automobile 
can also move. It is by relying on the mobile nodes that 
the traffic center obtains, analyzes and processes the traf-
fic flow in this region so as to make new and favorable 
traffic scheduling. 
C. Network life time  

The network lifetime of these two protocols is shown in 
Table 4. In MSGPZDR, the best situation and the worst 
situation of the network lifetime is 5631.52 rounds and 
3451.26 rounds respectively while the network lifetime 
corresponding to MSGPFMR is 1549.74 rounds and 679.32 
rounds. The sink load of MSGPZDR is relatively uniform, 
so that the node energy consumption is relatively uniform 
and the network lifetime is longer; while the sink load in 
some portions of MSGPFMR is too large, so that the energy 
consumption of their adjacent clusters is too large and 
they fail in advance, which shortens the network lifetime. 

TABLE I.   
PARAMETER SET 

Parameter Value 
Side length of the network 2700mm 

lsink 900mm 
L 180mm 
R0 90mm 
R1 90mm 

Communication radius 30mm 
The node density 0.003/m2 

Elect 50nj/bit 
!fs 10pj/bit/m2 
!mp 0.0012pj/bit/m2 
Eda 5nj/bit/m2 
!1 !2 1:1 

K 8 
Data size 2000bit

Initial energy 2J 
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TABLE II.   
SINK DATA COLLECTION FOR ONE TERM(MSGPZDR) 

 Sink1 Sink2 Sink3 Sink4 Sink5 Sink6 Sink7 Sink8 Sink9 
data size 298.36 280.36 299.14 301.25 292.34 298.23 290.45 301.14 281.11 

TABLE III.   
SINK DATA COLLECTION FOR ONE TERM(MSGPFMR) 

 Sink1 Sink2 Sink3 Sink4 Sink5 Sink6 Sink7 Sink8 Sink9 
data size 432.21 63.21 596.32 104.25 190.36 54.12 341.25 496.58 369.48 

TABLE IV.   
THE COMPARISON FOR NETWORK SURVIVAL TIME 

 
MSGPZDR MSGPFMR 

The best condition The worst condition The best condition The worst condition 
Network survival time 5621.36 3425.36 1548.45 678.12 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS  
The largest communication model of a wireless sensor 

network lifetime is based on multiple source links and 
multiple base stations. The data that was produced from 
source node can be transmitted to different links of base 
station nodes. Source node product data, and intermediate 
node provides data forwarding business. Data translates 
from the edge of network nodes to base station node col-
lection, and data source node perception though a jump or 
jump forward to base station node. Homologous node is 
possible to be routed to different base station nodes 
through different data links. Homologous node data has a 
strong correlation, and different source nodes can cognate 
data in the process of data fusion. Considering the source 
data fusion processing that the base station node needs 
from multiple base station nodes to a tree structure, the 
root node is connected to the base station through a virtual 
link. One of the base station nodes is as a root node, and 
the root node deletes redundant compressed data before 
sending data to the terminal receiver. 

One wireless sensor network data collection protocol 
based on multiple mobile sinks is presented in this paper. 
With the expansion of the application zone, the energy 
consumed by the node farther away from sink to transmit 
the relevant event will increase and the real time perfor-
mance is reduced. This study is focused on the data collec-
tion protocol with multiple mobile sinks. In MSGP proto-
col, several round cluster head candidate zones, fixed 
member zones and public zones are delimited to make 
approximately uniform clustering. The sink moves accord-
ing to the rule of zone division and the rule of free move-
ment (MSGPZDR and MSGPFMR). It is analyzed theoreti-
cally that multiple sins can balance the network load and 
save the energy consumption of node. The simulation 
results show MSGPZDR is better than MSGPFMR in terms 
of data collection amount by sink in each round and net-
work lifetime.  
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